Cards Gambler Kiely Benedict Methuen
benedict kiely papers - national library of ireland - such as in a harbour green (1949), call for a miracle
(1950) and the cards of the gambler ... the benedict kiely papers were acquired by the national library in 1997.
the 9 benedict kiely literary weekend - sligoarts - benedict kiely (1919 Ð 2007) benedict kiely , ... the
exhibition for the 9th annual benedict kiely literary weekend has been ... cards of the gambler the irish novel
1960 - 2010 - benedict kiely, proxopera benedict kiely’s first book, ... the cards of the gambler (1953), as well
as a substantial body of work in a variety of other genres, most the irish novel 1960 - 2010 - the irish novel
1960 - 2010 o’brien,george published by cork university press o’brien,george. the irish novel 1960 - 2010.
cork: cork university press, 2012.
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